
Norwegians Trillion-Dollar Oil Problem just got Deeper. Norway 

Ordered to Stop Drilling!  

 

IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

Northern Lands (formerly Oslo, Norway) —- January 21, 2015 

With the world’s largest Sovereign wealth fund, estimated close to 900 Billion dollars, millionaire citizens 

and the home of Nobel Peace has brought Norway’s claims to Oil to a sketching halt! 

Could there be doubt to this Nation’s claim to property? 

Norway has no sustainable claim to the property, says Sovereign Crown Denderah 

Sovereign Wealth Fund Ranking: http://www.swfinstitute.org/fund-rankings/ 

All is Not Perfect in a Perfect Land 

The doubt arose when evidence of another people habiting the Northern lands started to surface. These 

earlier people, later to be known as the Vikings, were sea-farers who established a Global Trading Empire. 

Lost But Now Found. Corroborated evidence to the heirs was discovered, in all places, a book 

commemorating the 200 yr. bicentennial of the Norwegian Constitution. 

We talk to The Heir to the Land, Sovereign Crown Denderah about this displacement of actual 

history. 

Q: You have said the Norwegians do not have the right to Land, Sea, Sea-bed and its resources. How 

can that be when they have been drilling it for about 40 years? 

A: The Norwegians are claiming to be who, and what, they are most certainly are not- indigenous and 

Sovereign.  Their government and its people cannot claim sovereignty from a piece of paper. It has no life, 

no blood, no essence (of its own) and no claim to land. Their Nation-State exists only in theory and is 

housed in a file cabinet in London or the Vatican. Yet they are taking up very real property, and using a very 

real natural resource that does not belong to them. 
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Q: So how did they come to be in such a position? Where did they come from? 

A: We don’t know where these present-day Norwegians came from. They cannot substantiate their birth 

numbers to their current population. So your guess is as good as mine. However, if we were to ‘entertain’ 

the notion they are the descendants of the German Wharf, who were given trading corners during the 1300s, 

that still does not explain what happened to the original heirs to the land; those that gave them permission to 

establish trading post. Once those heirs disappeared due to forced relocation (run off their land), or killings 

those agreements became void. They cease to exist. Simply put, the Norwegians can only exist if there is a 

sovereign which grants them rights. So they must produce some kind of deed or other document that says 

they have these rights. 

Q: So the Norwegians cannot drill because they don’t own the rights to oil? 

A: Yes, they do not own the natural resources used to produce oil and gas. Furthermore, they have attempted 

to steal those rights by claiming to be a Protectorate. 

Q: What is a Protectorate? 

A: I will give you the “legal” version first, which is used in international law: protectorate, in international 

law, a relationship in which one state surrenders part of its sovereignty to another. 

It is similar to the mafia. A larger ‘state’ comes onto your territory and tells you it will protect you from 

invading states. Over time the sovereign ‘state’ becomes hostage on their own land and subjected to 

mistreatment by the protectant. 

As in colonial protectors who would reclassify their protectorates into artificial entities, without consulting 

them, thus turning them into a Subjected nation; that which surrenders their economic, diplomatic and 

military power to another who is usually more powerful country in exchange for civil protection. 

Q: Is that Legal? 

A: No it is not! It is achieved through intimidation. Take me for example. All the attacks, vandalism of 

property have all been committed by Norwegians, and those entering the land via their EU (Schengen) 

agreement. I have informed both their administrative offices, Norwegian Supreme Court, and the Norwegian 

District Court of the actions of their people, and that I am without dwelling, property damage, etc. Yet, the 

only recourse I receive from them is further attacks. 

Q: Does this have to do with you not being a part of their system? 

A: Yes, to a large extent it does. Because if one, just one True Sovereign is outside of their system, and is 

aware of their standing and status, then their system cannot be maintained in its current capacity. It needs all 

true sovereigns to be subjects. 

Q: That is a well-organized scheme. You said their scholars are aware of this too? 

A: It appears everyone is aware of it, from the scholar who worked at the Embassy in Washington D.C. to 

the bus driver who gave me that wonderful quote, “We (Norwegians) believe the Vikings were Indians from 

America”. Everyone was aware, except the heirs to the land. 

 

                                                                            ### 

Source: http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/01/norwegians-trillion-dollar-oil-problem-just-got-

deeper-norway-ordered-to-stop-drilling-2484494.html 
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